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Designs With Mutually Orthogonal Resolutions
E. R. LAMKEN AND S. A. VANSTONE
A combinatorial design D with replication number r is said to be resolvable if the blocks of
D can be partitioned into classes R I , Rz, ... , R, such that each element of D is contained in
precisely one block of each class. Two resolutions Rand R' of Dare cal1ed orthogonal if
IR;n Rjl '" 1 for al1 R; E R, Rj E R'. A set Q= {RI , RZ, ••• , R'} of t resolutions of D is cal1ed a
set of mutual1y orthogonal resolutions (MORs) if the resolutions of Q are pairwise orthogonal.
We are interested in the existence of designs with sets of t mutual1y orthogonal resolutions for
t;;. 2 and in determining bounds for t. Constructions are given for sets of t MORs for t;;. 2 for
some group divisible designs and (r, A)-designs. We then consider the problem of determining
the size of a largest set of MORs for a design. The best known bounds for t are presented and
discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
A combinatorial design D with replication number r is said to be resolvable if the
blocks of D can be partitioned into classes (called resolution classes) R h R 2 , ••• , R,
such that each element of D is contained in precisely one block of each class. Two
resolutions Rand R' of D are called orthogonal if jRj n Rjl,,;;; 1 for all R, E R, Rj E R'.
(It should be noted that the blocks of the design are considered as being labelled so that
if a subset of the element set occurs as a block more than once the blocks are treated as
being distinct.) A set Q= {R 1, R 2 , ••• , R '} of t resolutions of D is called a set of mutually
orthogonal resolutions (MORs) if the resolutions of Q are pairwise orthogonal. If t = 2,
the design is called doubly resolvable. We are interested in the existence of designs with
sets of t mutually orthogonal resolutions for t;;;. 2 and in determining bounds for t. We
will consider (r, A)-designs, (v, k, A)-BIBDs and group divisible designs.
An (r, A)-design D is a collection B of subsets (called blocks) of a v-set V such that
(1) every element in V is contained in precisely r blocks,
(2) every pair of distinct elements is contained in precisely A blocks.
We assume v> 1. If every block in an (r, A)-design has size k, the design is called a
(v, k, A)-BIBD (Balanced Incomplete Block Design).
An example of an (r, A.)-design with a pair of mutually orthogonal resolutions is given
in Figure 1. The rows of the array form one resolution of the (7, l l-design and the columns
form an orthogonal resolution. In general, we could use t MORs ofa design to coordinatize
a t dimensional hypercube.
124 6 3 0 5
6 235 0 4 1
0 346 1 5 2
3 1 450 2 6
0 4 2 561 3
1 5 3 602 4
5 2 6 4 013
FIGURE 1. A doubly resolvable (7, I)-design.
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A group divisible design (GOO) is a collection B of subsets (blocks) of size k taken
from a v-set V along with a partition of V into subsets (groups) 0 1 , O 2 , , , , , On such that
(1) any two elements from distinct groups are contained in precisely A2 blocks of B,
(2) any two distinct elements from the same group are contained in exactly Al blocks of
B (AI< A2) .
In a resolvable GOO, all groups have the same size (Vanstone [14]). If 10il = m for
i = 1, 2, ... , n, we denote the resolvable GOO by GOO r ( v; k; m; AI, A2) where r is the
replication number.
Before describing some constructions for designs with sets of MaRs, we collect some
of the known results. The designs which have been most frequently investigated are the
(v, k, A)-BIBOs.
If A= 1 and k = 2, the following results are known.
THEOREM 1.1. [10]. For all v == 0 (mod 2), v.,t. 4 or 6, there exists a doubly resolvable
(v, 2, 1)-BIBD.
These designs are usually referred to as Room squares of side v-I.
THEOREM 1.2. [5]. For all v == 0 (mod 2), v.,t. 4 or 6, there exists a (v, 2, I)-BIBD with
3 MORs.
(These designs are called Room cubes of side v-I).
The only general construction for sets of t MaRs with t> 3 is the following.
THEOREM 1.3. [4]. IJ q =2kt +1 is a prime power where k is a positive integer and t is
an odd integer, t> 1, then there exists a set of t MORs of a (q + 1, 2, I) -BIBD.
If A= 1 and k = 3, the best known results for t = 2 and t = 3 are asymptotic. A necessary
condition for the existence of a (v, 3, I)-BIBO with t MaRs is v == 3 (mod 6).
THEOREM 1.4. [11]. There exists a constant VI such that for all v ~ VI and v == 3 (mod 6)
there exists a doubly resolvable (v, 3, 1)-BIBD.
THEOREM 1.5. [16]. There exists a constant VI such that for all v ~ VI and v == 3 (mod 12)
there exists a (v,3, I)-BIBD with 3 MORs.
There are some results known for doubly resolvable (v, 3, 2)-BIBOs, but the spectrum
has not yet been determined. There are also some results for doubly resolvable BIBOs
with larger block size. An example is the following result.
THEOREM 1.6. [6]. For p a prime power and n a positive integer greater than 2, there
exists a doubly resolvable (pn, p, 1)-BIBD.
Thus, the only construction which provides t MaRs where t> 3 for BIBOs is Theorem
1.3. By relaxing the parameters and considering group divisible designs and (r, A)-designs
instead of BIBOs, we can construct sets of t MaRs for these designs. These constructions
are given in the following section.
In Section 3, we present and discuss the best known bounds for t.
2. CONSTRUCTIONS
We first consider group divisible designs.
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THEOREM 2.1. There exists a GDDn(n2-kn; n-k; n;O, 1) with k+I MORsfor I:!f;
k e. n - 2 and n a prime power.
PROOF. Let V ={I, 2, . . . , n} . Since n is a prime power, there is a set of n -1 mutually
orthogonal Latin squares of side n. Denote these by L h L2, ... , Ln - I and suppose that
t; is defined on Vx {i} .
Let L be the superposition of L I , L 2 , • • • Ln - k , L = L I 0 L 2 0 ••• 0 Ln - k • Then L contains
the blocks of a GDDn (n 2 - kn; n - k; n; 0,1) D defined on Vx {I, 2, . . . , n - k}. The rows
of L form one resolution R of D and the columns of L form an orthogonal resolution
C of D.
We construct k -1 resolutions R I, R 2, ... , R k - I of Dusing Ln - k +j for j = 1,2, , k-I
as follows . Let LS •1 denote the block in cell (s, l) of L. We define R j ={R{li = 1, 2, , n}
where R {={Ls,llix{n-k+j} is contained in the cell (s, I) of Ln - k+) .
Since L I , L2, ... , Ln - I are mutually orthogonal, the resolutions R, C, R\ R 2, ... , R k - I
are a set of MaRs of D. Thus, we have a set of k+ 1 MaRs of D.
We note that the proof of Theorem 2.1 depends on the existence of n -1 mutually
orthogonal Latin squares of side n rather than the fact that n is a prime power. If n is
a prime power, it is known that a complete set of mutually orthogonal Latin squares can
be constructed.
Sets of MaRs for GDD2m(2m +2; 2; 2; 0, 1) (m ;;. 2) can be easily constructed by using
some results from the theory of finite projective planes. The terminology and results about
projective planes that are used in this paper can be found in [7] . The following construction
is a generalization of a construction used by B. A. Anderson [1] to find a doubly resolvable
GDD2m(2 m +2; 2; 2; 0, 1) (m;;. 2) or a Howell design of type H(2 m, 2m +2). The graph
theoretic notation and terminology used in this proof can be found in [1] or [2] .
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a GDD2m(2m +2; 2; 2; 0, 1) with 2m - 1 MORs for m ;;. 2.
PROOF. Let n = 2m , m ;;.2. There exists a finite projective plane of order n containing
a hyperoval T/ (a set of n +2 points, no three of which are collinear). Suppose L is a line
exterior to T/. Then L has n + 1 points. If pEL, then there are n + 1 lines through p and
each of these lines intersects T/ in °or 2 points. Thus, if pEL, the lines through p partition
T/ into subsets of size 2. Denote this family by Fp • The points of L induce a I-factorization
FL of K n+2 •
Let x be a point not in T/. Then there are n +1- (n +2)/2 = 2m - 1 lines which contain
x and are exterior to T/. Denote these lines by L I , L2, ... , L2m - l . The l-factorizations
induced by these lines FL" FL,' . .. , FL,m-, are almost orthogonal. They all contain the
l -factor Fx. Thus, {FLi - Fxli = 1, 2, .. . ,2m - I } is a set of 2m - 1 MaRs of a GDD2m(2m +
2; 2; 2; 0, 1) defined on T/ with the groups given by Fx .
There are two other results which make use of some of the theory of finite geometry
to find sets of MaRs for group divisible designs. We will refer to these when we discuss
bounds for t in Section 3.
THEOREM 2.3. [8]. There exists an elliptic semi-plane S( v, k, m) with k - m ;;. 2 if and
only if there exists a GDDk((k-1)(k-m); k-m; m ; 0, 1) with a set ofm MORs.
THEOREM 2.4. [Mathon 9]. There exists a GDDq2((q 2_1)q; q; q2_ q; 0,1) with a set
of q2- q MORs for q a prime power.
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In the remainder of this section, we use starters and adders to construct sets of MaRs
for (r, A)-designs.
A starter S of index A and order m in a finite Abelian group 0 is a partitioning of the
elements of 0 into an ordered set of subsets, (B I, B2, ... ,Bm ), such that if Dg =
{(a,b)la,bEBi for some i and a-b=g} then IDgl=A (a constant) for all gEO-{O}.
Define B, + g = {b + glb E BJ. The collection of blocks B, + g for all i E {1, 2, ... , m} and
all g E 0 forms a resolvable (101, A) design on 101 elements. An adder A for a starter S
of index A and order m is an ordered set (aI, a2, ... , am) of distinct elements of 0 such
that
m
U Bi+ai=O.
i=l
LEMMA 2.5. [17]. If there exists a starter S of index A and order m in a finite Abelian
group 0 and an adder A for S, then there exists a doubly resolvable (101, A)-design on 101
elements.
This result can be generalized to use starters and adders to construct sets of t MaRs
for t;3 2.
LEMMA 2.6. If there exists a starter S of index A and order m in a finite Abelian group
G and if there exists a set of t adders AI, A 2, ... , At for S such that Ai - Aj is an ordered
set of m distinct elements of 0 for 1",;;; i, j",;;; t and i,e i. then there exists a (101, A) -design
with a set of t + 1 MORs.
PROOF. Let S = (B I, B2, ... , Bm) and let Ai = (aj,l, ai,2,"" ai,m) for i = 1,2, ... , t. Let
R i = {RJljE O} where RJ ={Bk+aj,k+ jlk = 1,2, ... , m}. Let RO={RJljE O} where RJ=
{Bk +jlk = 1, 2, ... , m}. Since A j is an adder for S, by Lemma 2.5 the resolutions RO and
R j are orthogonal. Furthermore, since A j - Aj is an ordered set of m distinct elements,
A j - Aj is an adder for the starter S + Aj • This means that the resolutions R i and R j are
orthogonal for 1",;;; i, j",;;; t and i,e j. Thus, {RO, Rt, R 2,... , R t} is a set of t+ 1 MaRs for
a (101, A) design.
In the next construction, we use a (v, k, A)-difference set and a multiplier to find a pair
of mutually orthogonal resolutions for a (v, A)-design on v elements. The definitions and
results that we will use about difference sets and multipliers can be found in [Ryser 12].
THEOREM 2.7. Let D = {O, db d2, ... , dk- I} be a difference set for a (v, k, A)-BIBD
defined on 7L v' Suppose that to= 1, tl, t2, ... , tN are distinct multipliers which fix D and
(r, - tjo v) = 1 for 0",;;; i, j",;;; N. Then there exists a (v, A) -design P with a set of N + 1 MORs.
PROOF. Let {xb X2, ... , Xv-k}= 7L v- D. S = (D, {XI}' ... ,{xv-d) is a starter of index
A and order v-k+1 in 7L v. S generates a (v, A)-design P over 7L v.
For each multiplier t., i = 0, 1, ... , N, St; = (D, {tjxl}, {tjX2}, ... , {tjxv-d) is a starter of
index A and order v - k+ 1 in 7L v. (Sto = S). Let St,+ Aij = St}. Then Aij =
(0, (tj - t;)XI , (tj - t;)X2, ... , (tj - t;)Xv-k)' The elements of Aij are distinct elements of 7L v
provided that (tj - tj, v) = 1 for 0",;;; i, j",;;; N Since (tj - ti, v) = 1 for 0",;;; i, j",;;; N, we can use
the starters and adders to construct a set of N + 1 MaRs RO, Rt, R 2, ... , R N of P as
follows. R! = {St} + i\O",;;; i",;;; v -1} where St} + i = (D + i, {xltj+ i}, ... , {Xv-ktj+ i}) for j =
0,1,2, ... , N (Lemma 2.6).
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COROLLARY 2.8. Let D={O, dlo d2, ... , dk - 1} be a difference set for a (v, k, A)-BIBD
defined on Zv. Suppose that t is a multiplier which fixes D and t" == 1 (mod v) for some
positive integer a. Suppose that (t i - t i , v) = 1 for 0,;;;; i, j,;;;; a -1. Then there exists a
(v, A)-design with a set oj a MORs.
As an example of this multiplier construction, we find 3 MORs for a (13, Ij-design.
Let Zv = Z13 and D = {O, 1,3, 9}. A multiplier for D is t = 3 and t3 == 1 (mod 13). The 3
MORs for the (13, l j-design generated by the blocks D, {2}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}, {10}.
{l l}, and {12} over Z13 are listed in Table 2.1 by starter and adders.
TABLE 2.1
Starters and adders for 3 MORs of a (13, I)-design
81 0139 2 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12
A 13 0 4 8 10 12 1 3 7 9 11
83 0139 6 12 2 5 8 11 4 7 10
A I 9 0 3 6 1 9 4 12 2 10 5
89 0139 5 10 6 2 11 7 12 8 4
If n is a prime or a prime power, there exists a difference set for an (n 2+n+l, n+
1, I)-BIBD in Zn2+n+l [13]. Let Bo denote this difference set of n+ 1 elements. Let the
elements of Zn2+n+l - Bo be partitioned into subsets of size 1 labelled B1 , B2, ... , Bn2
S = tB«, B1 , B2, ... , Bn2) is a starter of index 1 and order n2+ 1 in Zn2+n+1' Let D be the
(n 2+ n + 1, I)-design generated by S in ln2+n+l' By applying Lemma 2.5 and the following
result due to Vanstone and Schellenberg [17], we see that D is doubly resolvable. For
the sake of completeness, we include the proof of this result.
THEOREM 2.9. [17]. There exists an adder AJor S in Zn2+n+l where n is a prime or a
prime power.
PROOF. For i EZn2+n+1' let C, = Bo+ i. Let Co={go, gl"'" gn}' go is contained in
n +1 of the blocks Co, C1 , ••• , Cn2+ n. Denote these as Eo= Co, E lo E2, ... , En. Since S
is of index one, U?=l Ei-{gO}=Zn2+n+l-CO'
Now consider the complete directed graph K~+l with the vertices labelled with the
elements of Co. The arcs of K~+l can be partitioned into directed cycles of length n
(Theorem 2.2 [17]). For any distinct i,j E Co, label arc (i,j) of K~+1 with (i -j) E Zn2+n+1'
Since Co is a difference set for an (n2+ n + 1, n + 1, I)-BIBD, every arc of K~+l has a
distinct label from Zn2+n+1-{O}. In the partitioning of K~+h for any gE Co-{go}, there
is precisely one directed cycle of length n not incident with vertex g.
For t = 1, 2, ... , n, let E, = {eo= go, elo e2,"" en}= Co+ i, i EZn2+n+1' There is a direc-
ted cycle C in K~+l of length n which does not pass through eo - i E Co and which we
denote (g;, g~, ... , g~, gD. If gj - gj+l= d then gj+1 + d = gj and thus gj+l+ i+ d = gj + i.
Let d be the adder element for the block of cardinality one {gj+l+ i}. Similarly for each
i. 1~ j,;;;; n, an adder element can be determined for {gj + i}. Since eo - i ,t. eo - j unless
i =j, each E" 1 ,;;;; t,;;;; n, can be associated with a distinct directed n cycle in the decomposi-
tion of K~+l' Also, since every nonzero element of Zn2+n+l occurs as a difference between
vertex labels precisely once, all of the adder elements must be distinct and nonzero.
Because of the directed cycles, the elements of E, - {eo} are permuted by the corresponding
adder elements.
We can generalize this construction to produce a set of n +1 distinct adders for the
starter S. We are interested in when sets of these adders produce sets of MORs for D.
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THEOREM 2.10. There exist n +1 distinct adders A o, At> A z, . . . , An for Sin Znl+n+1
where n is a prime or a prime power. There exists a set of t +1 MORs for D if there is a set
of t adders {Ai" A il' .. . , A i,} such that A i}- A i, is an (ordered) set of distinct elements for
1<i, i « t. i» I.
PROOF. For i E Znl+n+t> let C, = Bo+ i. Let Co ={go, gt> ... , gn}. From Theo rem 2.9,
we can construct an adder A i = (0, ai,l , ai.Z,"" ai,n2) using gi E Co for i = 0,1, .. . , n. We
show that these adders are distinct.
Let Sii = {Co+j lgi E Co+j}. Then U7=oSii is the collection of blocks of D of cardinality
n + 1. Let x E Z n2+n+ 1- Co. Let Fo, FI , • • • .F; be the blocks of D of cardinality n+ 1
which contain x. Suppose that F, E Sii' Let a~x be the adder for x in A i' Then ai,x E
U;- xl}; ,e x, }; E F;} and U7=o{j; - xl}; ;: x. f, E Fi} =Zn2+n+1 - {O}. So ai,x,e aj,x if i;: j.
Thus, the adders A o, A I, A z , ... , An are distinct.
Let ai,O=O. Let R j = {R{Ii E Z n2+n +1} where R { = {B k+ aj.k+ il k =0, 1, ... , n Z} and j E
{it> iz, ... , i,}. Let T={Tili EZ n2+n+l} where T;={Bk+ilk=O,l, ,nZ}, i EZ n 2+ n + l • If
the elements ai,k - ai/,k are distinct for j;: I and k = 1, 2, , nz (l <t, t« r) then
. • J .{T, R\ R \ . . . , R'l} is a set of t+ 1 MORs of D. (Lemma 2.6).
We can use Theorem 2.10 to construct 4 MORs for a (7, l)-design in Z7' We list the
starter and 3 adders for the (7, l)-design in Table 2.2. It is easy to verify that the elements
of A i - Aj are distinct for 1 "z;; i, j"z;; 3, i ,e j .
TABLE 2.2.
Starte rs and adders for 4 MORs of a
(7, l l-design
S 124 0 3 5 6
AI 0 3 4 1 6
Az 0 6 2 5 1
A3 0 5 3 2 4
3. BOUNDS FOR t
In this section, we consider the problem of determining a good upper bound for t
where t is the size of a largest set of MORs for a design. We present the best known
bounds for t and then compare the numbers of MORs constructed by the results in the
previous sections to these bounds.
The best known bounds for ( r, A)-designs are due to Deza, Mullin and Vanstone [3].
THEOREM 3.1. [3]. Let D be a resolvable ( r, A)-design. If t is the size of a largest set
of MORs for D then t ~ r - A with equality only if A= O.
This result can be improved if A= 1.
THEOREM 3.2. [3]. If D is a resolvable (r, I)-design which does not contain a complete
block and k is the maximum block size in D then t ~ r - k where t is the size of a largest set
of MORs for D.
Since we are interested in sets of MORs for group divisible designs , we pro ve the
analogous bounds for these designs.
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THEOREM 3.3. Let D be a resolvable GDD,(v; k; m; 0, 1) with m> 1. If t is the size of
a largest set of MORs for D, then t"" r - k + 1.
PROOF. Let x and y be elements of the same group of D. The pair {x, y} does not
occur in any block of D. Let B be a block of D which contains y. t is bounded by the
number of blocks in D which contain x and no element of B - y. Since x is contained
in r - (k - 1) blocks which do not contain an element of B - y, t « r - k +1.
If v/ k > m, this result can be improved.
THEOREM 3.4. Let D be a resolvable GDD,(v; k; m; 0,1). If t is the size of a largest
set of MORs for D and o] k> m, then i « r- k.
PROOF. Let x be an element of group G, in D. Let B be a block in D which does
not contain any element of the group G: B exists since v/ k > m. Then t is bounded by
the number of blocks in D which contain x and no element of B. Thus, t « r - k.
We now compare the number of MORs constructed by the results in Sections 1 and 2
to these bounds.
In general, the bound in Theorem 3.1 does not appear to be sharp. None of the current
constructions come close to this bound. For example, the construction used for Theorem
1.3 will produce a maximum of (v-2)/2 MORs for a (v, 2, 1)-BIBD. The bound from
Theorem 3.1 in this case is v - 3. It has been conjectured that for (v, 2, 1)-BIBIDs
t""!(v-2) [15].
The bound in Theorem 3.2 for resolvable (r, 1)-designs can be met. The last example
in Section 2 lists 4 MORs for a (7, 1)-design with blocks of size 1 and 3. Since r = 7 and
k =3, we have t = r - k =4. However, this is our only example of such a design. The
constructions in Section 2 for sets of MORs for (r, 1)-designs do not come close to this
bound for larger values of v.
The situation is different for -the bounds for sets of MORs for the group divisible
designs. The bound in Theorem 3.3 can be met for GDDn (n2- kn; n - k; n; 0,1) where
n is a prime power and k an integer such that 1",. k ",.n - 2. The bound is t",.
n - (n - k) + 1 = k + 1. Theorem 2.1 can be used to construct k +1 MORs for these designs.
Using Theorem 3.4, t""k-(k-m)=m for GDDk « k - l )( k - m ); k - m ; m ; O, 1) and
t « «> q for GDDq'(q3 - q; q; q2 - q; 0,1). If there is an elliptic semiplane S(v; k; m)
with k- m ~2, then we can construct m MORsforaGDD k « k - l )( k - m); k- m; m; 0,1)
(Theorem 2.3) and if q is a prime power, we can construct q2_ q MORs for a GDDq'(q3-
q; q; q2- q; 0, 1) (Theorem 2.4). Thus, there are infinite classes of designs for which we
can meet the bounds in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
We conclude this paper by presenting and discussing a conjecture for t.
CONJECTURE. Let D be a resolvable BIBD with A= 1 on v elements or a
GDD,(v; k; m; 0, 1) with ul k> m. If t is the size of a largest set of MORs for D then
t",. L(b - v -1)/ (r - 2)J where b is the number of blocks in D.
We first note that for resolvable (v, 2, 1)-BIBDs L(b - v -1)/(r-2)J = (v - 2)/2. Thus,
this conjecture agrees with the conjecture for (v, 2, 1)-BIBDs. This conjecture also agrees
with Theorem 3.4 for the classes of designs which meet this bound.
We now describe a procedure for verifying this result for (v, k, 1)-BIBDs with t =2.
We indicate how this technique could be generalized for the case of t MORs where t> 2.
Let D be a resolvable (v, k, 1)-BIBD with n = v / k blocks per resolution class defined
on a v-set V. Let R 1 and R 2 denote a pair of orthogonal resolutions of D. We add 2r
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new elements to the design as follows.
(1) If BE R:, add Xi to block B.
(2) If BE R;, add Yj to block B.
Do this for all blocks B in D and add two new blocks of size r, X = {Xl, X2, ... , X,} and
Y = {Yl , Y2, ... , y,}. The resulting configuration D' has b+2 blocks (b blocks of size k +2
and 2 blocks of size r) and v +2r elements.
We now consider the vector space W over the real numbers which is generated by the
v +2r elements of D'. The blocks in D' can be written as linear combinations of the
elements in D', so the blocks are vectors in w: We will show that each of the v+2r
elements can be expressed as a linear combination of the blocks and one element of
Xu Y, say Yr. This will give us a set of b+3 vectors (blocks) which span Wand therefore,
dim W = v+2ro;; b+ 3 or 20;; (b - v -1)/(r-2).
- - -- b- - --Let a E V. Then LaEB B = rii+( V -ii)+ X + Y and Li=l B, = rV+ nX + nY. Therefore,
1 { _ 1 {b _ _ _} _ _}
ii = - L B -- L B, - nX - n Y - X - Y .
r-1 aEB r i=l
Therefore, each a E V can be expressed as a linear combination of the b +2 blocks of D'.
We now consider the 2r new elements, Xi, Yi for j = 1, 2, ... , r. For each Xi, we get an
equation of the following form
n
L B= V+ L yji)+nXi.
XjEB j=l
Similarly, for each Yi, we get an equation of the form
L B= V+ ~ x)i)+nYi.
YiEB j=l
(1)
(2)
These will give us 2r equations in the 2r variables Xi and Yi for j = 1,2, ... ,r. Let
- - - - - - - -T -Ci=LxEBB-Vand di=LyEBB-V. Let C=(cto ... .c.«. ... ,d,) and let Z=
(xto .. : , X" Yto ... ,Y,)T. We ~onsider the system of equations in the 2r variables Xi and
Yi. We write the system of equations as
(3)
where A has the following form.
A=
<. Sn
ST n~
n
S is a 0-1 matrix with n ones in each row and n ones in each column. It is easy to see
that the last equation in (3) is a linear combination of the preceding 2r -1 equations.
Thus, we can delete the last equation and move Y, to the right hand side of (3). The
resulting system of equations will be denoted by A'(xl , ••• , X" Yl' ... ,Y,_l)T = C'. We
now show that det A' ¥- O.
Multiplying the last r -1 rows and the last r -1 columns of A' by -1 does not change
the determinant of A'. But the determinant of the resulting matrix is the determinant
obtained by applying the tree matrix theorem to a regular bipartite graph of degree n
with 2r vertices (r in each part) [2]. If the graph is connected, then it has at least 1
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spanning tree and det A' ¥-O. If n > r/2 the graph is connected. Since n = u] k and
r = (v-I) / (k -1), it is easy to verify that n > r/2. Thus, det A' ¥-0 and we can write each
of Xl' ... , Xn j\, ... ,Yr-l as a linear combination of the blocks and Yr' This completes
the proof that we have a set of b +3 vectors which span the vector space w:
We would like to use the same procedure when D is a resolvable (v, k, 1)-BIBD with
a set of t MORs. In this case, we would add tr new elements to the design and t new
blocks of size r. The new configuration D ' would have b+ t blocks (b of size k + t and
t of size r) and v + rt elements. If the b + t blocks (vectors) plus t - 1 of the new elements
span the vector space generated by the v + tr elements, then v + tr e. b + t + t - 1 or
t:s;; Lb - v -1/ r - 2J. As in the case t = 2, each element a E V can be expressed as a linear
combination of these b + t blocks. When we consider the new elements, we get a system
of tr equations in the tr new variables. Thus far, we have been unable to determine
whether or not there exists a solution to this system of equations for t ~ 3.
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